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Case Study – Comfortinnoxonhill.com 

 

Comfort Inn Oxon Hills was not showing up on search engines, and so we started working on 

their organic traffic, low web presence, and low visibility on Social Media. Take a peek to find 

out how well we fared. 

 

 

 

Comfort Inn Oxon Hills is not just for spending time, it means true relaxation and an ecstatic trip to 

nature as helps you keep the hassle and noise at bay, provides respite from the city life, and offers all 

the amenities required to refresh your mind, body, and soul! Comfort Inn Oxon Hills provides you 

hospitality with comfort both and takes care of all your needs! The hotel simply represents a collection 

of distinct, upscale environments known for its contemporary comforts and signature hospitality 

throughout Oxon Hills, Maryland! Offering an elegant and welcoming ambiance, the best and most 

sought after experiences of good living, charm, elegance, and service – Comfort Inn Oxon Hills 

celebrates its own signature hospitality enriched by classy styling and state of the art facilities  

 

Challenges 

 Problems in responsive website 

 High bounce rate on website 

 Very low ranking previously 
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Objectives 

 To increase traffic on the website 

 To decrease bounce rate  

 To increase the stay time on the website 

 To increase the number of bookings to be done from the website 

 

 

Strategy adopted 

 Google business citations: a citation means any mention of the business out on the web. 

 Article submission: this activity is undertaken for backlink generation. 

 Business listings: sharing the website information on different business listing websites. 

 A comprehensive action plan to compete with rates of OTAs and balance the same. 

 Search engine optimization is done to enhance the visibility of the brand on the search 

engine. 

 The website was optimized to suit the algorithms of Google. 

 Meta titles and meta tags were optimized. 

 The content of the website was revamped. 

 The call-to-action buttons were realigned to suit the user behavior. 

https://www.websrefresh.com/
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Results 

After implanting the innovative SEO and revenue strategies, we have been able to meet the 

objectives and have achieved  

 Keyword on page 1 

 Organic traffic was increased 

 The considerable decrement in bounce rate  

 Increment in Session rate 

 Increased users 

 Increased page views 
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Client Testimonials  

Our digital journey with Websrefresh started with a deep commitment to creating a completely new 

and strategic online presence for our hotel, Comfort Inn Oxon Hills. Their personal experience, the 

subsequent brainstorming sessions, and the guidance, and prompt delivery by the implementation 

team gave shape to an intuitive website design that received immediate appreciation from our past 

guests, travel partners, media, and many other communities. The Websrefresh team worked closely 

each month with us to drive new traffic to our website and to suggest innovative enhancements based 

on opportunity or business needs. From the initial meetings with the Websrefresh team to design, 

build, launch and post-support, they have been fantastic. Unlike many design-only agencies, the 

focus on conversion is at the core of Websrefresh’s philosophy, without compromising on visuals or 

function that is highly impressive!! 

 

 

At Websrefresh, we offer comprehensive digital marketing services with a multi-dimensional focus on 

your hotel’s digital marketing strategy. Our service packages can be tailored to reach your hotel's 

audiences, propel book direct strategies, and increase brand awareness. If you are engaged in the 

hospitality business and want to reach new heights, feel free to contact us today! 
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